In this paper we investigate some of the issues that arise from the scalarization of the multi-objective optimization problem in the Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) reinforcement learning algorithm. We show how a naive scalarization leads to gradients overlapping and we also argue that the entropy regularization term just inject uncontrolled noise into the system. We propose two methods: one to avoid gradient overlapping (NOG) but keeping the same loss formulation; and one to avoid the noise injection (TE) but generating action distributions with a desired entropy. A comprehensive pilot experiment has been carried out showing how using our proposed methods speeds up the training of 210%. We argue how the proposed solutions can be applied to all the Advantage based reinforcement learning algorithms.
Introduction and Background

Introduction
Unprecedented results has been achieved in the Reinforcement Learning(RL) field with the use of Artificial Neural Networks in the last years [1] . A RL problem defines an environment representing a task; the objective of an RL algorithm is to find an optimal policy that an agent has to follow to solve the task.
The environment can be represented as a Markov Decision Process(MDP). Indicating with S the state space and with A the action space we can define: the state transition function f s (s, a) : S × A ⇒ S and the reward function r(s, a) : S × A ⇒ R.
The objective of an RL algorithm is then to find a policy π(s) : S ⇒ A such that following its trajectories T = {a t = π(s t ), s t+1 = f s (s t , a t ) ∀t} the cumulative sum of the rewards ∞ k=0 r(s k , a k ) for any starting state s 0 is maximized.
Usually the policy is stochastic: π(s) is then a function that for each state s ∈ S returns the probability of each action a ∈ A; π(s) is thus π(s) : S ⇒ A × (0, 1). In this paper when indicating π(s, a) we are going to assume that a is the action sampled from a categorical distribution with probabilities π(s) and π(s, a) : S ×A ⇒ (0, 1) is the probability of the action a in the distribution π(s). With this representation the objective becomes maximizing the expectation of the cumulative sum of the rewards E[ ∞ k=0 r(s k , a k )] = ∞ k=0 r(s k , a k )π(s k , a k ). When the policy π(s) is approximated using an Artificial Neural Network the term Deep Reinforcement Learning is used.
RL algorithms are divided in two major families: off-policy and on-policy. The first algorithms use stochastic techniques (like − greedy) to explore the state space performing random actions and accumulate the transactions in a replay memory. In a second moment off-policy algorithms sample some transactions from the replay memory and use them to train the policy. The latter algorithms instead explore the space just by following the policy and update it using the transactions immediately happened without relies on a replay memory.
In this paper we are going to focus on the issues that arise in a family of on-policy algorithms.
The Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) Algorithm
The Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) algorithm proposed by OpenAI [2] is the synchronous version of the Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic (A3C) algorithm proposed by Google [3] . It has been shown that A2C has the same performance of A3C but with a lower implementation and execution complexity [2] .
A2C is based on the REINFORCE algorithm [4] . Let us define for each time step t the future discounted cumulative reward R t = ∞ i=0 γ i r t+i . In the REINFORCE algorithm each optimization step is taken in the direction that maximizes the expectation E[R t ]. Let us indicate with θ π the parameters of π(s); the REINFORCE algorithm follows the optimization trajectory defined by ∆ θπ log(π(s, a|θ π ))R t which is an unbiased estimation of ∆ θπ E[R t ]
1 . Usually the quantity log(π(s, a|θ π ))R t has an high variance and the optimization trajectories defined by ∆ θπ log(π(s, a|θ π ))R t are very noisy. To overcome this issue a baseline b(t) is used to reduce the variance and the gradient ∆ θπ log(π(s, a|θ π ))(R t − b(t)) is computed instead. A classical baseline can be the mean of R t .
The contributions of A2C to REINFORCE are twofold: use an Artificial Neural Network V (s t ) approximating R t as the baseline b(t) and to use this ANN to bootstrap the R t computation in partially observed environmental trajectories. In REINFORCE to compute R t the algorithm needs to wait for the end of the episode but in A2C since V (s t ) estimates R t this value can be used to estimate the future discounted cumulative reward before the end of the episode; so A2C performs an optimization step every N steps instead of waiting for the end of the episode. A visual insight of this reasoning is given in Figure 1 .
Scalarization issues of A2C
The A2C algorithm uses two Artificial Neural Networks to approximate the functions π(s|θ π ) and V (s|θ v ). As stated before in A2C the environment is observed only for N steps (instead of waiting for the episode termination). Given the partial state-action-reward (s k , a k , r k )∀k ∈ t s , . . . , t s + N observation the algorithm computes for each k:
and performs an optimization step in the direction that maximizes E[R k ] (direction ∆ pg ) and the entropy of π(s k ) (direction ∆ h ) and minimizes the mean squared error of V (s k ) (direction −∆ v ). This is a multi-objective optimization problem and in A2C it has been solved with a scalarization. There are three different objectives that shares some common parameters (the entropy and policy gradients both share θ π ).
In practice π(s) and V (s) have some common parameters too because usually a feature extraction is performed on the state s and the features are used as inputs for π(s) and V (s). Indicating with C(s|θ C ) : S ⇒ F the feature extraction function, with θ C its parameters, with f = C(s|θ C ) the features and substituting S with in F in the π(s) and V (s) domains 3 , then the computed gradients are:
In this way when performing an optimization step in the direction of the scalarized objective −∆ pg + β∆ v − α∆ h (where α is a coefficient introduced to weight the strength of the entropy regularization term and β is a coefficient introduced to weight the strength of the ∆ v gradient) all the three objective functions share some parameters. Specifically the gradient computed for the parameter θ π contains the contributions of ∆ pg and ∆ h and the gradient for the parameter θ C contains the contributions of ∆ pg , ∆ v and ∆ h . A graphically insight is given in Figure 2 
Proposed solutions
In this paper we are going to propose a solution to avoid the gradient overlapping when using the A2C scalarized objective function. It is important to notice that avoiding gradient overlapping also avoids using strength coefficients in the scalarized objective function and thus reduces the hyperparameters search space and optimization time.
Non-Overlapping-Gradients (NOG)
Firstly we propose to stop some backward gradient computations before reaching the feature extraction function C(s) and constrain them to the semantically appropriate functions. Specifically in our opinion the only gradient allowed to contribute to the feature extraction function C(f ) optimization is ∆ pg . Similarly the gradient ∆ h must only contribute to the policy function π(f ) optimization and the gradient ∆ v must only contribute to the value function V (f ) optimization. The new computed gradients are then:
It is possible to reduce the gradient overlapping with this solution but not entirely avoid it. Specifically in this scenario the gradients ∆ pg and ∆ h still overlap on the parameters of the policy function θ π . A visual insight of the new gradient computation is given in Figure 3 . Using the Non Overlapping Gradients technique the new scalarized objective function is −∆ pg +∆ v −α∆ h (There is no need for β because ∆ v does not overlap anymore).
Target Entropy (TE)
We argue that the gradient ∆ h is just injecting uncontrolled noise in the network parameters because it is not computed to reach a target entropy level but just for increasing it. In this section we propose a novel technique to maintain the entropy of the policy π(f ) above a target level without using any gradient and thus removing the gradient overlapping completely when using it in conjunction with NOG.
Let us indicate with p a = π(f, a) the probabilities of each action a ∈ A given the features f = C(s) of the state s ∈ S and with p max the highest probability. Let us notice that N i p i = 1 and that definingp as:
The property N ip i = 1 is maintained 4 and thusp is still a valid categorical distribution. It is also important to notice that H(p) < H(p).
Let us recall the definition of entropy H(x) = − N i log(x i )x i and let us focus on just one of the entropy components log(x)x. We can easily compute the difference of one contribution in function of ∆h(x, ) = log(x)x − log(x + )(x + ). Considering the overall entropy difference ∆H(p, ) = H(p) − H(p| ), it can be written in function of ∆h(p, ) contributions.
Rearranging the terms we can rewrite ∆H(p, ) as:
And thus in function of ∆ h
Assuming that is small and close to zero we can compute the Taylor expansion of ∆ h (p, ) where = 0.
Finally substituting back the approximation of ∆ h (p, ) in ∆H(p, ) we can compute:
Using this formula we can compute the to use to achieve a desired entropy T h of p as:
In this way we can sample the action fromp| instead of p and thus always sample the action from a categorical distribution with an entropy higher than T h . It is important to notice that we can sample the action from thep| distribution and still use the same ∆ pg gradient computation as represented in Figure 4 . Consequently we can keep a certain exploration over exploitation ratio and at the same time avoid raising the entropy of rightfully low entropy states. Using the Target Entropy technique the new scalarized objective function is −∆ pg + β∆ v (There is no need of ∆ h )
Experimental Setup
We choose to compare 4 different training logic to better investigate the contribution of each proposed solution.
1. Classical A2C (A2C) 2. A2C with Non-Overlapping-Gradients (A2CNOG) 3. A2C with Target Entropy (A2CTE) 4. A2C with Non-Overlapping-Gradients and Target Entropy (A2CTENOG)
For each of these training logic we have run an hyperparameters optimization, selected the best results and replicated them 10 times.
To perform the experiments we needed an environment fairly fast to run and reasonably complex to solve. We choose to use LunarLander from OpenAI Gym. Running the hyperparameters optimization is time consuming so we decided to limit the experiments for the scope of this paper to just this environment.
LunarLander
LunarLander is a control task in which the agent controls the landing of a booster. The booster is initialized at the top of the screen with a random velocity and angular momentum. The state space has 8 components: horizontal position and velocity, vertical position and velocity, angle, angular momentum, right and left leg state (if it is touching the ground or not). 4 different actions can be performed by the agent: no action, fire left engine, fire right engine and fire main engine. The booster has infinite fuel. The reward is compute as follows: -0.3 points for each frame with the main engine on, +100 points for a successful landing, -100 points for crashing, +10 points for each leg making contact with the ground and a value ranging from 100 to 140 evaluating the booster trajectory to the pad. An episode finishes when the boosters lands or crashes. The objective is to land the booster using as less fuel as possible. The environment is considered solved achieving a cumulative reward of 200 points.
Hyperparameters Optimization
For all the 4 cases we have used these fixed hyperparameters: To sample the hyperparameters to use for each run we have used the Treestructured Parzen Estimator (TPE) [5] and to prune unpromising runs Successive Halve Pruning (SHP) [6] . More precisely we forcedly prune runs which reward EMA went below prune-reward and reported the current reward EMA to the SHP every 1000 steps. Each run has been evaluated for 100 episodes and the mean reward used has objective function (to maximize) for the hyperparameters optimization. Both 4 hyperparameters optimization has been run for a week on an Intel Xeon with 40 cores (always 3 runs in parallel). The hyperparameters optimization results for the 4 cases are now below.
A2C
In A2C there are these additional hyperparameters: 
A2CTE
In A2CTE there are these additional hyperparameters:
Name Range Sampling Description 
Training Comparison
After the hyperparameters optimization we selected the best hyperparameters set for each group (reported below) and run the training 10 times for each of them. In Figure 13 is reported the reward vs the training step for each training logic with its relative 95% confidence interval The training steps needed to solve the task (with their 95% confidence intervals) and the speedups with respect to A2C are also reported in tabular for below
Logic
Steps to solve Avg Speedup wrt A2C A2C 5850 ± 2544 0.0% A2CNOG 2703 ± 1837 116.42% A2CTE 4820 ± 2299 21.36% A2CTENOG 1895 ± 685 208.70%
Conclusions
We have shown some issues of the Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) algorithm that arise from the scalarization of a multi-objective optimization problem. We proposed a way to avoid gradient overlapping (NOG) and a way to control the entropy (TE) of sampled action distribution without injecting noise in the system. We investigated 4 different scenarios: i) Classical A2C as baseline. ii) A2C with NOG. iii) A2C with TE. iv) A2C with NOG and TE. We performed the hyperparameters optimization for each scenario over the same task and selected the best hyperparameters. Finally we replicated 10 times the training for the 4 scenarios using the optimal hyperparameters to computer the confidence intervals. We observed that using NOG speeds up the training of an average 115%, using TE of an average 20% and using both TE and NOG of an average 210%. We also argued that both NOG and TE can be used on all the reinforcement learning algorithms derived from A2C that share the same loss function components. The preliminary experiments looks promising and more research is needed to both investigate the performance improvements on different environments and on different Advantage based algorithms. All the code needed to replicate the results has been released as Free Software under the GNU/GPLv3 license and it is freely available on GitHub [7] 
